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Manifesting
 � Departed/arrival times per leg

 � Record highest obstacle elevation

 � Record number of passengers

 � Specify PIC

 � Pre load drop downs with pilots and crew

 � Custom medical equipment load outs per team

 � Select or move optional medical equipment per leg

 � Record fuel time and souls on board

 � Weight and balance

 � Calculate CG for ramp/takeoff/landing fuel loads

 � Custom seats and stations per configuration

 � Custom configurations (separate weight/arm)

 � Visible CG envelope

 � View “printable” manifest (for ramp checks, etc.)

 � Record ending HOBBs, flight time, engine cycles, or other custom 
maintenance data

 � Record pilot flight time, landings, HNVGOs or other custom pilot data

 � Record any other organizational data per flight or per leg using custom 
fields

Risk Forms
 � Custom categories and line items

 � Custom scores per line items

 � Custom warn/fail scores

 � Digital signature for pilot and reviewer

 � Comments for pilot and reviewer

 � Allows for separate risk form per aircraft and/or per flight type

 � Create a static risk report that can later be completed and assigned to 
a flight

File Library
 � Create folders and add files to folders

 � Assign folders to users and/or specific iPads

 � View the status of each iPads files (in sync with current versions or not)

Notification System
 � Send email, SMS, and text to voice calls

 � Notifications can be used for PIAP, OOS, or any other reason

 � Set up custom notification preferences per contact

 � Allows for auto notifications to be sent for in service and out of service 
status

Duty Logs
 � Duty in/duty out 

 � Give pilot rest info when dutying in

 � May select base and aircraft when dutying in 

 � Flights and pilot stats (flight time, landings, etc.) are associated with 
duty periods as manifests are completed

 � Monthly flight and duty reports may be digitally signed and 
countersigned

Programs, Bases and Teams
 � System is organized into programs and bases

 � Create teams for each base (adult team, neonatal team, etc.)

 � Assign crew to each team

 � Crew may be assigned to more than one team

Permission System
 � Permissions may be set per user and per base

 � Users are only shown the data they need

 � Create roles and quickly assign permissions (lead pilot, line pilot, etc.)

Reports
 � Maintenance reports

 � Currency report

 � Flight request time line report

 � FAA HAA report

 � Duty log report

 � Create custom reports for your needs 

Complete Flight Comprehensive Feature List
The following is a list of features included in Complete Flight. See these features in action – contact us to 
schedule a demonstration.



Pilot Currency
 � Create custom currencies based on dates or any trackable pilot data 
(landings, HNVGO, etc.)

 � Set custom warn thresholds

 � Assign currencies per pilot

 � Pilot data currencies are automatically updated as flights are closed

 � Pilot sees currency status on the dashboard and when creating 
manifests

 � OCC can see currency status of each pilot

Aircraft Setup
 � Custom configurations with weight/arm and stations

 � CG envelope editor

 � Custom stations names and arms

 � Fuel loading schedules

 � Ability to specify automatic taxi fuel deduction

 � Create custom per team equipment load outs

 � Specify default and optional equipment that can be selected on the 
manifest worksheet

 � Track HOBBs and airframe time

 � Track custom stats such as engine cycles and landings

iPad Features
 � Available from the app store

 � Contains all the pilot functionality such as manifesting, duty logs, risk 
forms, file library, etc.

 � Works offline 

 � Detects network and syncs changes automatically

 � Sync radar and metars with flight request

 � View flight request route and weather info on a map

 � ForeFlight button that pushes route directly into ForeFlight

Comm Center
 � Create flight requests for assigned bases

 � View pilot and aircraft status

 � Create waypoints from custom database or by selecting point on a map

 � Calculates ETA and ETE based on average cruise speed of the aircraft

 � Enter estimated ground time per waypoint

 �  Enter other flight request metar data such as previous turn down, flight 
type, Comm Center flight number, comments, etc.

OCC 
 � Contains all of the Comm Center functionality

 � See status of pilots manifest and risk report

 � Audible alert when pilot has accepted flight

 � Review and counter sign risk reports

 � View fuel on board and souls on board

 � View radar and metars for flight route

 � Ability to pull DTN route alert data for flight request

 � Approve or deny flight

 � Dispatch number is created on approval

 � Dispatch number is sent to pilot’s iPad 

 � Dispatch number can optionally be sent via SMS as well

 � Chat interface with Comm Center

 � Chat interface with pilot (interfaces with SMS)

 � Every step of the process is time stamped 

 � Alerts when Comm Center updates a route

 � Alerts when flight is over ETA

 � Integration with flight following

 � Alerts if aircraft moves without dispatch number

 � Takes a snapshot of pilot currency and weather at time of request 
creation (great for audits)

 � Flight request report containing all flight data including manifest, route, 
flight following, timeline, chat, weather, etc.
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